INTRODUCTION
Digital images are usually corrupted by Gaussian noise due to errors arising from the thermal activity of photoelectronic systems. Unlike impulsive noise, it affects all pixels. The presence of noise degrades, blurs images and affects the subsequent image segmentation, feature extraction and recognition, quantitative analysis. So far, various techniques have been developed for Gaussian noise reduction, e.g. linear prediction filters(FIR, Wiener [1] ), Wavelet filters [2] , filters based partial differential equation [3] , anisotropic diffusion filters [4] , bilateral filters [5] , low pass filters, and so on.
ANN's(artificial neural networks) have become a powerful tool to perform complex tasks in nonlinear environment because of learning capability and approximation of nonlinear functions. ANN's are capable of generating complex mapping between the input and the output space. A large number of filters based on neural networks have been proposed to remove the noise in images [6, 7] . The functional link ANN(FLANN) proposed by Pao [8, 9] consists of a network without hidden layers exploiting appropriate functional expansions of the input. FLANN may be conveniently used for function approximation and pattern classification with faster convergence rate and lesser computational load than MLP(multilayer perceptron). Sicuranza and Carini [10] introduce a recursive FLANN and present a sufficient stability condition for bounded-input-bounded-output stability. Sicuranza and Carini [11] also propose an extension FLANN including suitable cross-terms. Some applications of FLANN may be found in [12] and [13] . This paper presents FLANN filter for Gaussian noise, the eight elements vector derived from 3 3 × filter window is functionally expanded as input vector, and the single output is correction of center gray value. Two methods are introduced for training FLANN: BP algorithm and matrix calculation, and trigonometric, exponential and power expansion functions are used. The performance of FLANN has been compared with BPNN( two layers back propagation neural networks) filter and famous Wiener filter.
II. FUNCTIONAL LINK ANN(FLANN)
A. Input Vector
denote pixel location, and ( ) x k denote the luminance value of the noisy image. 1
is an eight-element observation vector that is the elements of a Defining ( ) X k an eight-element vector such that
For simplicity, writing (1) as 
B. Structure of FLANN
The functional link ANN(FLANN), originally proposed by Pao [5, 6 ] is a single layer artificial neural network structure capable of performing complex decision regions by functional expansion, and the need of hidden layer is removed. The functional expansion effectively increases the
dimensionality of the input vector and hence FLANN has greater discrimination capability in the input pattern space. Let us consider a set of basis functions
with the following properties:1) 1 with the following input-output relationship for the j th output
where
is the input vector, φ . In our simulation the functional expansion includes trigonometric, exponential and power series. The k th enhanced input vector is obtained by using a trigonometric function as
Using exponential expansion and power expansion the enhanced will be 
Minimum of ( ) E W is obtained by the method of least squares. According to necessary condition of multi-function, we have 
(1)
(1) 
. (20) If . where I is an identity matrix, it has been proved that the limit always exists.
III. SIMULATION
Images with Gaussian additive white noise were employed to train the neural network and test. In this noise environment the add or subtract of values in pixel is independent of the values taken by image. Famous test images lena, boats and sail ,with 256 256 × sizes, which are shown in Fig.1 , are adopted. 3 3 × filter window is used in FLANN and BPNN, image borders are ignored, then total number of network input vector is 253 253 × . Lena is selected for training image for Lena is rich in different patterns.
We compare the proposed network with classical BPNN(multilayer feed forward networks trained with back propagation). We set BPNN to be {9 4 1} − − , the activation functions of first and second layer are logsig function and tanh function, respectively, the learning rate is 0.05 and iteration number is 50. We adopt the back propagation algorithm for training BPNN. In FLANN（2）is expanded two times using different expansion, so the input vector has 25 elements including threshold input, the structure is {25 1}
− and the learning rate is also 0.05. In FLANN if the activation function is tanh or identical mapping, we adopt the back propagation algorithm or matrix calculation, respectively. We also compare FLANN with Wiener filter and median filter, and use Matlab function wiener2() and medfilt2() to realize them. In all train and test gray values were normalized to fall with in the interval of [0, 1] . Gaussian noise with zeros mean and 0.005 variance was added, and Fig. 2(a) shows the degraded Sail image. Table 1 shows the simulation result in term of PSNR. For each ANN highest PSNR in Table 1 was selected from 10 independent training. FLANN1, FLANN2 and FLANN3 stand for FLANN with tanh activation function having trigonometric expansion, exponential expansion and power expansion, respectively. FLANN4, FLANN5 and FLANN6 stand for FLANN with identical function having trigonometric expansion, exponential expansion and power expansion, respectively. Convergence of W in FLANN with tanh function is not guaranteed and related to training image and initial W . Simulation shows that W closed to zero matrix is more likely to convergent. Each FLANN shows better result than BPNN and median filters, FLANN1-FLANN3 with identical activation function better than FLANN4-FLANN6 with nonlinear activation function, as can be noticed that Fig.  2(b) is more blurred than Fig. 2(c) , and FLANN with exponential expansion poorer than FLANN with trigonometric and power expansion. FLANN performs better than Wiener filter in boats and poorer in sail, so FLANN is largely equivalent to Wiener in term of PSNR. Wiener filter in wiener2() is a locally adaptive linear filter [14] , referenced widely, and can be expressed as:
where ( )
σ stand for the local mean, the center pixel value, the local variance and noise variance, respectively. It is evident that for
. Consequently Wiener filter provides heavy filtering in smooth regions and light filtering in edge regions., hence the noise in the neighborhood of edges is almost preserved. Compared to Wiener, FLANN deals with edge regions well, as can be noticed between Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(e) , in Fig. 2 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Here FLANN is proposed for denoising of degraded images with Gaussian noise. FLANN is single layer with expanded input vector. The functional expansion increases the dimensionality of input vector, which is analogous to the hidden layer of BPNN, hence FLANN has greater discrimination capability. Here trigonometric expansion, exponential expansion, power expansion, tanh() activation function and identical activation function are tested. 
